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Introduction

llds report documents activities carried in suppmt of the design and construction of an ultra-high
precision measuring =Mne Intendedfor the support of Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography devel-
opment. At the o- this proje~ ws aimed at he owrall fabrication of such a measuring
machine. Shortly after initiat.io%howe~er, tie scope of acfiw”tiesw reduced and effort was
concentrated on the key tccti~d advaneea new~ to support such machine development
high-accuracy surface sensing and highly linear distance interfemmetry.

13aclyground

Current semiconductor fabricationtechnology relies on contaci photolithography to produce
cimuit f-tures such x titemon.o~~ lines @ @ive solid-state devi-. Device performance
is improved and productioII econodes are realizd ss b cimuit feature size k reduced. Present
photolithography techniques achieve f=lure Sk of the order of 0.5 pm (500 m) using
diffraction-limited optical systems ~ ihninafion SOurceSWMI250 run wavelength light To
achieve f~r features will require the use of shorter wavelength sources. W next quantum step
in semiconductor production technology is Extreme Uhraviolet Projection Lithography
(EWPL). EUVPL utilizes a SOureewavelmgth of order 13 mn to pmduee fcatwe sizes substan-
tially less than 0,1 pm (100 rim).

However, formidable technical challengm face the development of EUVPL. Proposed EUVPL
systems use several near noimal incidence muhifayerated mildfy asphcric mirrors. To met
the Rayleigh criteria for a difliaction-!imiti system implies that each mirror surface must
achieve an accuracy of less than 0.3 nm rms, or about 1 run peal-to-valley. This exceeds current
optical rnetdogy pmctice by moreb ~ o~er of mqt~t~c. Wile several potenfi~ EUVPL
optical fabrication methods havek proposal these metl~odsrely on differential measurements
to achieve final aecuraey. Tlm+emethods ean ody be implemented whenfigure metrology with
an accuracy exceeding 1 nrn can be supplied.
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The basic requirements for accumcy ~d surface slope variation of the optics within an EUVPL
system ean be derived by considering the dimensional accuracy required to construct a
difllaction-limited systcm at this wavelength. One commonly takes the definition of a
diffiacticm-limikxl system to be one in which the Strehl ralio is greater than some assumed
value. Since the Strehl ratio is, to a very good approximation in a nearly difllaction-limited
system, a func[ion of the rms wavcfront error only, this provides a criterion for assigning an rms
error to the wavefkmt. If the limit for the Strchl ratio is taken to be 80’?/0,then the allowable
wavefiont error is approximately Ml O[’]. If tic optical systcm producing this wavofront consists
of a single rcffcctivc clctnent then the speci ficationfor form -r will be MO rrns. This sets the
characteristic surface toleranee at 0.65 nm rms.

?ftheopticalsystem consists ofsevcral elements which contribute abcrrdons m the wavefront in
an uncordated way, then the allowable to!erancc for any individual element will decrease as the
square root of the number of elements. There is a pmctical limi$ however, to the number of
reflective elements which may used in the design of an Extreme Ultraviolet Projection Lithogra-
phy (EWPL) optical system. This limit is set by the upper limit to the achievable reflectivity of
the multilayer surfiuxs. Currently available coatings have demonstrated refkctivi~ ofaPProxi-

rnatc!y 60% [2] with somewhat lower values achieved on curved surfaces [J]. If a 600/0value is
used for the optical system, then a six mirror optical design will result in a transmission of only
5%, and a optical design providing less than an order of magnitude reduction in transmitted
power will require that only four ehxnents be used. With this “mm“ind,the desirable rms figure
accuracy of 0.33 run rrns [0.65 nm / 44] ean be assigned to any single opticaf surface, This value
has been assigned as the EW Optics Measu@ Machine accuracy goal.

Based on the range of current designs, we have assumedthe maximum oplic to have a nearly
circular cross-section with a maximum dimension of250 mm. Current designs appear to be
limited lo NA of’O.l (f15) or less. We have, accordingly, taken the maximum sag to be that of a
spherical optic of diameter 250 mm with radius of cwature of 1,2S0 mm. Such an optic has a
depthof 6.3 mm. WJth this maximum s“md optic to measure, the initial design meamment
range has been set (somewhat arbitrarily) at 7.5 mm to permit some setup and auxiliary test
range.

C)verali System Description

The proposed EUVOMM combines high accuracy interferomeky with atomic force microswpy
for determination of absolute surface position. Intc2femm~ is used to provide the high
dynamic range required in the instrument(1x1O-11 m in 7.S mm of travel, or 1 part in 7.5x108)
with all time, frequency and ditiee measurements derived from a natural standard (atomic
resonance). Atomic force micro-py (AFhff)techniqum~m~it the ddmmination of the surfacu
position with very low forecs and probc-wrkpiece inkxac(ions that have been carefidly studied
by a number of researchers. The EUVOh4Mexplolts a very high degree of mechanical repeal-
ability to allow calibration of the measurement systemsusing inhcrently self-checking
tccb”qucs.

A simplified conccptud design of the EWOMM is shown in Figure 1. ‘Ile machine consists of
two principal subsystems: a verticalmeasurement syslernattached to the base, and a scanning
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table which moves horizontally on the base. Each subsystem is provided with an appropriate
drive, position feedbacksystcm and bearing, The vertieal measurement system is provided vdth
both a full-travel low-bandwidth actuator and a short-travel high-bandwidthactuator capable of
maintaining operation of the AFM probe in the desired region of its response.The short-travel
actuator is also provided WI the capability ofrnaking smd changes in h angular orientation
of the AFM assembly.

The two subsystems are eomected by a metrology system, which includes a stable structure
which provides for measurement of the relative positions b&veen the two subsystems. Figure 2
schematka.liy illustrates the use ofa rnekology tie to provide mlat.ive motion information in
tic z-direction. The metrology frame provides a stable link between the z-interferometer assem-
bly and transducers which measure tie w-tied distance between the metrology frame and the
surf@x of tie scan tabk. If the measured translation of the z-intcrferonleter is k, and the two
metrotogy frame tmnsduecr values we ZI and 42, then the actu~ me=~men~ of he workpke
in the absence of geometry errors in the machine is just& - 0.S x (GI + ZM) + q, where q is a

constant which reflects the offwt in the passive portions of the “metrology hop” connecting the
AFhl probe with the workpiece base. In fact, the wtml calculation maybe more comple% since
the axis of the z-interferometer may not be exact~y centered between the metrology fiarne
sensors. It should also be noted that the reference surfiiee of the scan table (and hemx G) will
chfige as the scan table translates in the x-direction.

I%e horizontal motion of the scan tabIe is coupled to the verlid measurement subsystem using a
laser intetierometer which views both a reflector on the end of the ~ble and a pair of refmnee
deflectors attached to the moving vedieal stage. This system works in a way analogous to the
v--e-al metrology system. Because the position of the AFM tip will move vetically with respect
to the plane containing the primary horizontal measurement ~d reference inteflemmeter beams,
a second interferometer is used to produce a measure of tic tilt motion of the SCQIItable so that
the horizontal position of the AFM tip canbe accurately measured or controlled.

Displacement measurement is provided by a set of hctdync hkrf’eromem. Th=e inter!%r-
orneters will provide at hxse four passes of the optid beam in* measurement leg (mnflgura-
tions with more than four passes wi!l also be inves~igat~ during *C inti~femmetcr development
phase). lf readily avaihble 633 nm wavelength laser SOWIXMm USd Ms provih a single cycle
optical resolution of 160 yn. The desired 0.01 nm crmr mntribulion rquires a phase metwre-
rnentawwacy of 0,0004 radian (0.023 degrees). The in~erfemm~ Syslem will achieve most of
this phase resolution by d“kectphasemeasurement of each het~dyne sigrud CyCIQwith some

resolution enhancement below the quantimtion level obtained by averaging the fluetwting
signal. The use of the latter teehnique for resolution enhancement has been shown to provide at
least a f-r of 32 resolution enhancement and is the subject of a LLN’L-heldpatenL[4J It should
be straightforwrml to extend averaging over tiform fluctuation of reference to provide two
orders of magnitude in resolution enhancement. Direct digital phase measurement has been
previously implemented on the LODTM with a resolution of 0.02S radian.

?vleasuremcnts with the prexnl probe system have shown that contact forces can be reliably
maintained below 107 Newton. The measured noise lcveI of the probe was 0.19 nrnhkfz This
value was measured in an opm laboratory with no acoustical shielding, Reducing this level by an
order of magnitude is feasible and will require the inhwckt.ion of low noise electronics and
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tnodifi=tions to the Positiotig controller. ~ a modestly well controlled laboratory (0.1 C
temperature control) and in the absence of specific therrmd insulation, the probe repeatability has
been measured by retracing a profile on a Zerodurw specimen. This measuro can be used to
prmide an estimate of the driR present in the probe. Using this measure, the probe has demon-
strated drifl less than 2 nm (probWy m=J=d by surface rwghness eff’ts) over a period of
10 seconds, and 7 nm over a period of 5 minutes. A significant potion of the dfi could be due
to the reference capacitor, which had a higher thermal coefficient than the probe assembly itself.
Reduction of drift to an a-ptabfc level should be a Straightion+wd, ifewetin~ task given the
improved temperature control of the proposed instrument.

A Iargcr challenge in the interferometer is eliminating systematic errors. Tbe primary sourw of
systematic error is mixing of unwanted pcki.zation due to imperfection in the polarizing
elements of the interferometer and quarter wave plaw. Some systen=tic errors a!so arise from
multipie AIections in the optics. Our approachto both errors is to minimize the intrinsic cfikct
using high quality components and =fil alignmen~ tien arrect * shbie errors that ~main.
AS a general design ride, we have set the improvement expwtd from correction to be between

one and two orders of m~v”mde. Limiting tie wrr~tion [Otwo orders of magnitude is not done
for physics reasons, but only to introduce some conswwtisrn in~ob initial desi~.

Rosenbluth ~d Bobroff [S][d]have reviewed tie major sows of non-linearity in heterodyne
Michelson interferometers. Altho@ non-l inearitim Of 5-10 nm = common in commercial
interferometers, their calculations show that values ~lCI w I m are =mM.ent with tolerances on
readily available optical components. TO =luu the degree of non-lintity ~low *at requinxi
by the EUVONfbf,however, requires the intiuction of new techniques which are deserii
Jster.

l’hc surface sensing mechanism of the proposed instrument is W on the constant force profiler
developed at the University of North Carolina. [7]This instmment bridges the performance gap
between conventional stylus pwfihng instruments and the short range atomic force rrkroseopes
presently available. The sensing head has a&dy been demonstrated in a configuration which
provides a 15 ~m vertical range and a 50 mm profile length. The probe tip emsists of a thin glass
cantilever on which is mounted a diamond tip. The back surface of the eatilcver provkies one
plate of a capaci~n~ gauge. The other plate of tie capacihnm gauge is supp!ied by the
Zerodur~ support block on which the cantilever is mounted. The use of WodurT~ for the struc-
ture of the tip permits the rear surface of the prob assembly to be used as a reliable reference.

Probe Head Assembly

Stylus and constant force transducers form the bis of abroad~gc of instruments for metro-
logical characterization of fme surface f=tures.r$’l”] TypiAly, stylus based instruments eonsi.st
of a long range traverse mechanism for =lation of the specimen mlati~e to the probe, with the
probe systcrn mounted with its W’Sof measurement perpendicular to the traverse direction. hi
practice, it is the Abbe errors associated with the midigmnent betv+=n the axis of the probe that
interrogates the sudhce and the measunxrwnt axis of the transducer used to sense the d@hee-
ment of the probe that dominate the achievable precision.k profilebight measurement. For thk
instrument a force protx system is being developed to measure the optical surfbces with an
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accuracy of 1 run and a resolution of 0.1 om for vertical surfiwe prdile deviations of up to 3 mtn.
The heart of this profiler consists of a constant force probe similar to that developedby Howard
and Smi@[l 1.12]combined with a laser interferometer as described above. Since the Abbe error is
duc to both the offset and the angle of tilL contd of either parameter can be used to minimize
this error. The preeision of alignment between the W“S of the laser interfixometerand the stylus
probe is timited by manufacturing considerations.The strategy used to minimizethis error is to
control the ang!e of tilt. To this end a novel, three-axis flexure arrangement has been devised that
aIJows for active control of two rotations over a range of 30 pad while allowinga displacement
of approximately 1.5pm.. The tilt controlmechanism may also be exploited to obtain an
estimate of the Abbe offkct by monitoring the displacements as measured by the laser and the
probe while roekhg the probe head througha known angle.

A schematic diagram indicating the wlationship between the various parts of the device is shown
in Figure 3. The force probe is mounted to the target mirror assembly which in turn serwes as a
plane mirror for a remote interferometer. The mirror assembly also functions as a target for
mpacitance gages. The PZT actuators can be controlkd individually in combination to provide
tiltand translation of the force probe relative to the top plate. Since tilt in two axes is requ~ a
minimum of three actuators and thrcxcapacitance gages are required

The force probe assembly uwd to interrogate tic surf= k shown in Figure 4. lt consist-sof a
stylus prObC mounted on a glass cantilever. Electrodes deposited on the back of the cantilever
and the toP of the base form tie plates of a qxwitor. Dcflcct.ions of the cantilcvm change the
spacing between th- plates, charq@g the apcitancc, thUS enabhg the deflections of the
cantilever to be monitored. This designis based on tie Wrk of Howard sod Smith and is
capable of suhanorncter resolution over a 1 pm range.

h addition to providing tilt cancellation, the pmbc head ~so serves as a high-bandwidth actuator
which is used to prow”de constant force stylus measurement. This is achieved by servo control-
ling the extension of the probe head to maintain amstant cantilever deflection. The probe head in
turn is mountedto a Iow-bmdtidtk long-rangeVetical slide which provides tbe travel required
by the Iarge vertical profile deviations envisaged in Cwent appli~tions. For absolute measure
ments, the position and tilt of the force probe is measured relative to a metrology fmc by inter-
ferornetric methods. For this purpose, the rear surfiwe of the prok is an opticdy fiat reflector.

The force pro~ assembly is mounted to the prob he-adwhich consists of the actuato~ flexurea
and capacitance displacement sensors. The ffcw= consists of two sets of three flexwe elements
(represented schematically in Figure 5 by the springs). The lower set of ffexurcs provide the
compliance for the PZT actuators to enable the required displacement and tilt. The upper set is
used (o adjust the preload on the actuators during assembly and allow for slight dimensional
mismatch between the length of the flexure and thal of the actuators. The adjustment scwws
control the deflections of the more compIiant upper flexum Which in turn control the preload on
the actuatom due to the deflection of the lower flexures. Once the prcload is seg the controlling
stiffness is that of the [ower flexures. The deflections of the individual PZT actuators are
monitored by eapacikmce gages whichcan be used in combination to measureboth displacement
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and tilt of the probe. Alfiough the position of the force probe is monitored by a remote intcrfkr-

ometer, the capacitance gages provide a more tightly coupled metrology loop that ~ the
controllability of the en!ire system. In additio~ the present design allows for the operation of the
device as a stand alone device and facilitates bench testing.

Figure 6 shows an exploded view of the complete assembly. The two acts of flexu.res are part of
a monolithic stmcturc made out of aluminum which also includes SlOtJSfor the PZT actuators.
The flcxures arc quispacd around the circumference of a circle giving the monolithic flcxure
three-fold symmetry. Three PZ1’ actilor segmcnb we mountedon the top p!ak and pass
through dots in the flexum. The actuators ale made Corn a single pi=e of ceramic and exploit
the Poisson effect to produce the desired fine motion. These SC-tom bear on the bottom plate
via spherical contact surfaces that rd!ow for the angular tilt. Capacitance gages mounted in the
top plate monitor the displacement of each I’Z1’with tie httom plate forming the tiget for the
capacitance gages. The force prok is mounted to fic botiom of the target mirror, whichin turn
is clamped to the lower surface of the bottom WP using a semi-kinemtic clamping =rsngement
(not shown). Changes in length Of the P%T actitom cause tie htiom plate to tilt ~d ~late
relative to tie top plate, the Iatt= of which ~ a large a~ure to dlOW he hscr beams of a
remote interferometer to pass through to the target mirror. While the ahuninurn stmctwe of the
probe head is susceptible to thermal changes, the force probe assembly and target mirror are
constructed out of Z.mdurm and are direcfly rcferenml to the memlogy frame though the
interferometer, thus minimifiw the lhemd sensitivity of the mSiII mex-ent loop.
Monolithic construction has k employd to minimi= jokt losses d hysteresis md to obtain
a compac~ high stiffhess structure.

Metrology Subsystem

To achieve the resol~”on and accuracyof the EUVOMMrequires very tightly contmllcd
f=dback loops to relate the gmmetrical configuration of f.hcmachine to a highly accurate
standard. Careful attention must be paid to those portious of the mechanical sy~m ou~ide of
the loops, as weU as the relationship between Ioop-ntioUcd dimensions =d the output of the
metrology subsystem. All of these concerns in turn depend upon the metrology subsystem
possessing a reference of appropriate aceumcy, redution and dynamic range. The most realistic
candidate fur this @k is Dis-ce-Mcasfing Intcrf-me@ (DMl). Sewed companies sell
DMI’s utilizing Michelson’sintctierometer cofllgumtion which is ~hematically shown in Figure
7 and termed “Homodyne DMI” to einph=h the analogy with radio technology.

A sing[e tlequency light bcarn is split into two paths and then reeombmed. The detector sees one
cycle of intensity variation each time the diffcrme in the two optical paths changes by one
wavelength, By counting these cycl- changes in the optical pa!h difference is thereby deter-
mined in waveie@.h units. This architecture sulks fiwrn the following Limitations: 1) When
the optics! path is changing slowly the intensity variations take place near OHz where them are
many ]/f noise mechanisms active, such as variations in the optid alignment or light source
intensity, whkh can not be distingtificd from variations due to the ~esircd opticsI path changes
2) Thcse noise sources make intcrpoltion of fractiod wavele@ changes very difIicdL thus
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limiting resolution 3) When the intensity is near a peak or v~ley tke is no simple way to deter-
mine in which dueetion the optical path is changing. A method tO overeome these problems was
provided commercially by Hewlett Packard. This solutiow indiuted in Figure 8, is termed a
“Hcterodyne DMI”and utilizes two different optirxd frequencies; one for each of the two optical
paths, This causes variations in optical path diffcrcncc to appear as phase variations between the
beat note of he two optical fkpencies befbre they enter the beam splitter and the beat note aRer
they are recombined. This beat note is placed at a portion of the spectrum (2 Mhz for HP) which
is much quieter than OHz Direction then appears as an adv~cing or retarding phase shiR.

In spite of the greal improvement in mo!ution and robustness tit heterodyne Dh4Ysprovided,
major potential applicationsthat desired the performancewere deterred by the cost and by the
difllcuhy in achievingand maintaining optical alignment. fic first obstacles encountered when
attempting to eehievegrtxXerperformance in positiort resolution are “optiefdnon Iincarity or
periodic e~ot” and“ckdronic non-lineai[y’. The former is caused by imperfect separation of
the two optical fiequencics wherein some of fl traverses the @h i.ntcnded mdy for fl and vice
versa. The latter is caused by parasitic couplings between phase locked loops in proximity to one
another (injection locking), or by the difficulties in obtaining precise nanosecondtime delays.
Stading around 1980many papers began to appear wl~ytig and mexuring periodicenor, In
1988 one of the uthors developed a very general and simplified amlysis of pohu-ization mixing
which made evident an electronic means for canceling most of its fiect without eliminating the
underlying cause. This technique was implemented on fh of the seven axes of LODTM at
MAIL. Alt.hough it provides a major red~~ion in periodic error it b to k “M tweaked” from
time to time for each axis of motion. lltis requirement along with the increased aeeurwy
demands of EUVOMM Id to the search for another appro~h. We concluded that it might be
practical to avoid the fundamend cause of the problem altogether by utilizing spatialseparation
of the two optical fiequcncies insti of ~hg to maintain their polfi=tion orthogonally.
Figure 9 illustrd= this concept:

Optical frequencyfl enters the interferometer ~d is split info two b-. Then each of these is
cmmbinedwitha portion of f2 upon leaving the interferometer on ~Mway to tie two detectors.
l%e phase shiftbeen the beat notes km the detectm provides h desired inhrnation.
There is no ne~ to maintain pokwizationWntro! to keep fl out of the op(id paths intended for
fl only. Another way of looking at this is that f2 serves EStie Id ~~illator frequency to tmns-
late the frequency of fl to that of the diffixenee in their opti~ frequencies, just like a hetemdync
radio. The fofJowhg summarizes the features: 1) No periodic error 2) No need to maintain tight
polarization control 3) More than one frequency em follow the path of fl and tin be separated,
after translation by Q to the eIcctrotic range, with tiquency-domti filtem. nex signals can
be combined to form the basis of an Abdute Interferometer over Jititd ranges or they ean be
used to self<heck the linearity of the eledroni=. It is possible tit they migk be used to enable
the use of an untuned laser by averaging the wavelengths of the many longitudinal modes
present

l%c relaxing of pokuization control has several consequences: a) it eliminates polarhtion
considerations during optiea! alignment b) itreduces the cost of the optical components c) it
makes a fiber-optic fight distribution system much more feasible became the polarization degra-
dation caused by the fibers is no longer important. A fiber feed grdy simplifies the usually
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very difilcult task of optical alignment since eaeh uis is now indepmdcnt of the others (this is
particularly applimbk for LODTM). The only alignmnt neccssq is parallelism of the optical
beam to the axis of motion (cosine emor).

TO t&e advantage of the additional information provided by this optical hardware, electronics
arc required that w mwure milfio~ of CYCICSof Pwe s~fi d then resolve the final cycle

into as many parts as possible. The phase ammacy of the existing commercial circuitry is

limited to around lfM6 of a cycle due ~0 injdion lWMW of tie phase locked loops. In order to
meet the requirements of EUVOMM a new elamnic ~titecturc was dcvcIoped, see Figure 10,
utilizing components recently developed for the massive cellular market.

Computer simulation of this architecture has been ~rfomd =u.ming various noise some.s and
an idetd A to D converter The results of simulation indicate hat electronic resolution of order
several thousand may be possible. This ralution meets E~OMM requirements.
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A very promising electronic architecture, based upon chips

developed for cellular communications, has been conceived
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